
Reusable Nappy  

User Guide 



Useful links 

 

 Go Real –The reusable information service 

https://www.goreal.org.uk/ 

 

 General guide to fitting washable nappies 

http://worcsnas.weebly.com/fitting-guide.html   



Little Lamb Pocket Nappy 

Directions: 

1. Fold the insert twice to provide 3 layers of 

absorbency (fig.1). 

2. Place the insert into the pocket of the nappy 

(fig.2). 

3. If you prefer you can use an additional 

washable fleece or paper liner, on top of the 

fleece lining, which goes next to the babies skin 

(fig.3). 

4. Fit the nappy using the poppers to ensure a 

secure fit (fig.4). 

5. Wash the insert and the outer separately.  

Washing them separately also helps with 

drying time. 
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Bumgenius Pocket Nappy 

Directions: 

1. Adjust the size of the nappy using the poppers 

to alter the height and waist fit (fig.1). 

2. Comes with 2 inserts.  The larger insert can be 

adjusted in size using the poppers.  The smaller 

one is a newborn insert but it can be added at 

night for extra absorbency (fig.2). 

3. Place the insert into the pocket, keeping it as 

flat as possible (fig.3). 

4. Fit the nappy using the poppers to ensure a 

secure fit (fig.4). 

5. Wash the insert and the outer separately.  

Washing them separately also helps with 

drying time. 
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Bambino Miosolo All-In-One Nappy 

Directions: 

1. Adjust the size of the nappy using the poppers 

to alter the height (fig.1). 

2. A washable or disposable liner can be placed 

on the fleecy part of the nappy, next to the 

babies skin, before fitting (fig.2). 

3. Once the nappy has been used the liner can be 

pulled out from the inside ready for washing 

(fig.3). 

4. Once dry the liner can be easily inserted back 

into the nappy using the small hand pouch 

(fig.4). 

5. Fit  the nappy using the Velcro to give a secure 

fit.  
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Incorrect fit: The nappy is 

too high/ long and the 

front poppers are 

undone.  It’s very baggy 

looking and it’s not 

tucked in around the legs 

so the elastic sits on the 

thighs.  Some of the 

nappy lining is visible 

around the legs so this 

will cause wicking.  The 

nappy is also too tight 

around the waist.   

Correct fit: The front 

poppers have been 

done up to suit the size 

of the baby.  The nappy 

has been tucked in 

around the legs so the 

elastic sits into the 

knicker line and the 

Velcro is done up so 

there is still just enough 

space to slide your hand 

between the tummy 

and waistband.   



Tots Bots Bamboozle Stretch Fitted Nappy and Wrap (page 1) 

Directions: 

1. Gather the nappy and booster pad (fig.1). 

2. If booster pad is required, attach using the 

poppers (fig.2). 

3. Adjust the nappy to fit using the Velcro tabs.  

The height of the nappy can be adjusted using 

the poppers (fig.3). 

4. A waterproof outer can be placed around the 

nappy (see next page). 
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Correct fit: The front 
poppers are used to 
adjust the height of the 
nappy.  Make sure to 
tuck any excess fabric 
up towards the waist 
band. 

The nappy elastics are 
tucked into the knicker 
line and around the 
legs. 

Incorrect fit: The nappy is 

spread over the 

thighs.  This may cause 

rubbing and leaks.  



Tots Bots Bamboozle Stretch Fitted Nappy and Wrap (page 2) 

The outer wrap should also be adjusted 
to fit the baby using the poppers on the 
front.  Make sure the wrap covers the 
entire nappy underneath, including 
around the legs to prevent leaks. 



Little Lamb Bamboo Nappy and Waterproof Outer 

Directions: 

1. Gather the nappy and 2 liners (fig.1). 

2. Place the fleecy liner on top (fig.2). 

3. Adjust the nappy to fit using the Velcro tabs 

(fig.3). 

4. A waterproof outer can be placed around the 

nappy (fig.4). 

5. Secure the waterproof outer using the Velcro 

tabs.(fig.5). 
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Tots Bots Easyfit Star All-in-one Nappy 

Directions: 

1. Lay out the nappy with the attached liner 

(fig.1). 

2. Insert the liner into the pouch of the nappy 

(fig.2). 

3. A washable or disposable liner can be placed 

on the fleecy part of the nappy, next to the 

babies skin, before fitting (fig.3). 

4. Fit  the nappy using the Velcro tabs to give a 

secure fit (fig.4). 
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Incorrect: The nappy 

is too long at the 

front and should 

never come up to 

belly button 

height.  It’s far too 

tight around 

waist.  The nappy 

hasn’t been tucked 

in, so sits on the 

thighs.   

 

Correct: Poppers used 

at the front to fit the 

size of the baby.  Some 

space has been left 

around the tummy. The 

nappy is nicely tucked 

in around the 

legs.  Note how much 

less bulky the nappy is 

when fitted properly. 



gNappy Pant 

Directions: 

1. Choose whether you want to use a washable or  

disposable gNappy insert (fig.1). 

2. If using the reusable liner the orange ’g’ tag 

needs to be facing downwards when inserting 

it into the wipeable liner (fig.2). 

3. The ‘g’ on the nappy indicates the back.  Use 

the Velcro tabs to secure the nappy (fig.3). 

4. If needed the wipeable liner can be removed 

and replaced using the poppers (fig.4). 
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Correct fitting: Make sure 

the  plastic pouch inside 

is tucked into the knicker 

line snugly but keep the 

red g pants outside the 

knicker line as this can 

cause leaks.  Velcro the 

gNappy around the back.  

It should have a slim line 

fit.   



Tots Bots Teenyfit AIO Nappy 

Directions: 

1. Open up the nappy and place in a washable or 

disposable liner if needed (fig.1). 

2. Fit the nappy securely using the Velcro tabs 

(fig.2). 

Fig.1 

Fig.2 



Bambooty Easy Day AIO Nappy 

Directions: 

1. Lay out the nappy with the attached liners 

(fig.1). 

2. Fold in the liners with the white layer on top 

(fig.2). 

3. Fit  the nappy using the poppers to give a 

secure fit (fig.3) 
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Real Easy AIO Nappy 

Directions: 

1. Lay out the nappy with the attached liner 

(fig.1). 

2. Insert the liner into the pouch of the nappy 

(fig.2). 

3. A washable or disposable liner can be placed 

on the fleecy part of the nappy, next to the 

babies skin, before fitting (fig.3). 

4. Fit  the nappy using the poppers to give a 

secure fit (fig.4) 
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Ecopipo Newborn Pocket Nappy 

Directions: 

1. Gather the nappy and 2 liners (fig.1). 

2. Place 1 or 2 liners inside the pocket of the 

nappy depending on the amount of absorbency 

needed (fig.2). 

3. You can add a disposable liner if required 

(fig.3). 

4. Secure using the Velcro tabs and adjust the 

height of the nappy using the poppers (fig.4). 
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Grovia Newborn AIO Nappy 

Directions: 

1. Lay out the nappy with the attached liner 

(fig.1). 

2. Fold the liner over (fig.2). 

3. Secure the nappy and adjust the height using 

the poppers (fig.3). 
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Close Parent Pop-in Newborn Nappy 

Directions: 

1. Gather the nappy and liner (fig.1). 

2. Place the liner inside the nappy using the 

popper.  It can go either way (fig.2). 

3. Secure the nappy using the Velcro tabs (fig.3). 
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Video Demonstrations: 

You can view video demonstrations of the reusable 
nappies found in the nappy buckets by using the link 
below. 
 
www.lesswaste.org.uk/reusable-nappy-demonstration-videos 


